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QUESTION 1

From which two locations can a developer determine the overall code coverage for a sandbox? Choose two answers 

A. The Apex classes setup page 

B. The Test Suite Run panel the Developer Console 

C. The Test Tab of the Developer Console 

D. The Apex Test Execution page 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

A visualforce interface is created for Case Management that includes both standard and custom functionality defined in
an Apex class called myControllerExtension. The visualforce page should include which attribute(s) to correctly
implement controller functionality? 

A. StandardController = "case" and extensions =" myControllerExtension" 

B. Extensions=" myControllerExtension" 

C. Controller=" myControllerExtension" 

D. Controller = "case" and extensions =" myControllerExtension" 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer is creating an enhancement to an application that will allow people to be related to their employer. 

Which date model should be used to track the data? 

A. Create a junction object to relate many people to many employers trough master-detail relationship 

B. Create a junction object to relate many people to many employers trough lookup relationship 

C. Create a lookup relationship to indicate that a person has an employer 

D. Create a master detail relationship to indicate that a person has an employer 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4
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A business has a proprietary Order Management System (OMS) that creates orders from their website and fulfills the
orders. When the order is created in the OMS, an integration also creates an order record in Salesforce and relates it to
the contact as identified by the email on the order. As the order goes through different stages in the OMS, the
integration also updates It in Salesforce. It is noticed that each update from the OMS creates a new order record in
Salesforce. 

Which two actions will prevent the duplicate order records from being created in Salesforce? Choose 2 answers 

A. Ensure that the order number in the OMS is unique. 

B. Use the order number from the OMS as an external ID. 

C. Use the email on the contact record as an external ID. 

D. Write a before trigger on the order object to delete any duplicates. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

A Salesforce Administrator used Flow Builder to create a flow named `\\'accountOnboarding\\'\\'. The flow must be used
inside an Aura component. 

Which tag should a developer use to display the flow in the component? 

A. Lightning-flow 

B. Aura:flow 

C. Lightning:flow 

D. Aura:flow 

Correct Answer: C 
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